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Abstract. We report the design of a system which integrates a suite
of tools to allow scholars to manage related documents in their personal
digital stores. VirDO provides a virtual workspace in which pdfs can be
placed and displayed, and which allows these documents to be manipu-
lated in various ways that prior literature suggests to be useful. Particu-
larly noteworthy are the various maps that support users in uncovering
the inter-relations among documents in the workspace, including cita-
tion relations and exible user-dened tags. Early evaluation of the system
was positive: especially promising was the increasing use of maps by two
participants who used VirDO for their own research over a period of a
week, as well as the extensive use by all participants of sticky notes.
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1 Introduction

Managing academic documents from the literature is a vital task for researchers
everyday life. We present a system, VirDO (for Virtual Document Organizer)
designed to help scientists manage a local store of downloaded documents, pro-
viding tools to support sensemaking.

Many tools have already been developed to support easier organization of
digital documents [1,4]. However, only a few support sensemaking from local,
individual document stores, which in the case of research is complicated by
research literature having unique characteristics such as citations networks, par-
ticular categories of articles, pre-dened keywords etc. Scientists use some distinct
processes in order to build their local research libraries, such as tracing citations,
evaluating articles in terms of citation frequency, or relying on other peoples
comments so they can decide whether a paper is worth reading or not.

Modjeska et al. [8] proposed ve features for an eective bibliographic visual-
ization. Briey, an eective bibliographic visualization tool should provide full bib-
liographic information, such as title and author(s); lter data; display chronology
and citations of the articles; allow for detailed view of information supporting
dierent levels of details and be capable of visualizing large search sets. These
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authors describe the BIVTECI system, which incorporated these features and
inuenced our own design, which nonetheless diers in several details.

As its name (Bibliographic Visualization Tool with enhanced Citation Inter-
activity) suggests BIVTECI attempts to support sensemaking through visual-
ization of document spaces, with particular reference to citation links. A large
number of systems have similarly explored these issues [4,8] including techniques
such as growing polygons between related documents [4], family tree networks
[7] and hypertext co-citation maps [3]. However, these tools have focused on
computation and display of properties of very large document collections rather
than limited local lestores. The provision of an interactive workspace to replace
a standard document folder is our focus.

In this respect VirDO is also similar to CiteSense [10], which is similar in
intent to BIVTECI but additionally allows personal annotations, which facility
we also provide through tags. File or document tagging has been widely studied
recently, most often as an alternative retrieval mechanism to hierarchical folder
structures [5]. In our system, tags provide an additional basis for mapping the
document space, reecting our focus on the organization of a local workspace.
This is another issue that has seen a great deal of exploratory research, includ-
ing studies of oces and real desks [6]. To very briey summarize, this research
has shown the importance of: (a) document location: Digital resources can be
organized spatially too and location is used in retrieval [2]; (b) notes: people
attach noted to paper documents and nd this feature useful in electronic envi-
ronments [9]; (c) ling and piling: people adapt their strategies to their task, and
should be allowed to store documents in ad hoc piles which are better for some
tasks [6]; (d) working versus archived documents: documents are important to
their users over dierent timescales, from ephemeral to long-term [2,9]; (e) virtual
workspaces: a promising idea is the creation of virtual workspaces, where the
documents are organized in a more realistic manner [1].

2 VirDO

VirDO allows users to organize their electronic documents spatially, as they
would with paper documents on their desks. It provides them with a virtual
workspace, where they can perform various operations, such as re-arrangement
of the documents, importing of new documents, deletion of documents they do
not need any more, creation of spatial maps which show various relations between
the documents and attachment of sticky notes. The virtual workspace consists
of the following elements:

– Incoming Box: This is a place for all the documents of the project folder
which the user has not yet placed on his workspace, because they are new
and/or unclassied. The user can move these into the workspace either by
dragging and dropping each of them, or by using the multiple import feature.

– Trash Bin:where the user can place whatever exists on his workspace and is
not useful anymore; including digital documents, sticky notes, etc.
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– Virtual Document:A virtual instance of a document can be placed into the
workspace. Each is a 3-D box displaying a thumbnail of the rst page of
the actual document. Its length and height have xed-size, but its depth is
related to its number of pages, giving the user an immediate sense of docu-
ment length. Moreover, each virtual document provides the user with more
information about it. In particular two ways of representing such informa-
tion are provided: a vertical bar indicating the number of the citations the
documents has, and a popup menu oering a variety of choices
• The vertical bar is updated regularly by web services, such as Google
Scholar. The height of the bar indicates the number of citations as a
proportion of the highest number of citations for any paper in the col-
lection (which is xed to the maximum-height bar).

• Through the popup menu, the user can view the whole document with an
integrated pdf viewer oering document navigation, markup, zoom, etc.
The user can also view additional document properties: title, author(s),
user-assigned tags, references and the papers that cite that document,
along with the number of citations of each reference or citation-source.
Moreover, the user can mark a document as read or not-read, post per-
sonal notes, or create any of four interrleation maps: by author(s), by
citations, by tag(s) or by publciation year.

Considering the maps, documents related by the chosen attribute are connected
with lines showing the inter-relations. When Author is selected, that authors
documents are connected; when Tags is enabled, the documents with that tag in
common are connected; for Year, the documents published in the selected year
are connected. Finally, Citations shows a selected document linked both with
its references and its citations. The maps are created in the main workspace
and in a new tab window of VirDO , where only the interrelated documents are
displayed, re-arranged in the space.

An additional feature of VirDO is the creation and use of notes. The user
can create sticky notes and place them anywhere in the workspace or even on
the documents, as he would normally do with the paper documents, creating in
that way piles, or spatially-close clusters of interrelated documents.

3 Evaluation study

For the rst evaluation of VirDO we conducted two small empirical studies, a
shorter and a longer term study, in which participants used the system to con-
sider a small sub-part of an academic literature. Participants in both studies
were given a brief training session, by watching a video-tutorial of the system in
use, and all interactions with VirDO were recorded.

In the shorter-term study, thirteen graduate students had already each used
Google Scholar to download a set of pdfs (5 to 35) on a topic provided by the
investigators. They spent 20 minutes using VirDO to organize these pdfs. - we
observed extensive use of tags and sticky notes by all participants. Only ve par-
ticipants used the maps, most commonly the Tags map. In the longer-term study,
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two graduate students were invited to use VirDO to organize their preexisting
locally stored set of academic documents, as well as any new documents they
retrieved during the study. Their use of VirDO was recorded for a full week.

In the later stages of this study, both participants made use of maps, and
their use gradually increased. Tag maps and Citation maps were used regularly,
whereas Author and Year maps were used less often. The longer-term partici-
pants commented on the visualization of the document relationships. They found
connecting lines useful and eective, but advocated colour-coding lines. Finally,
opening a new tab when a new map was generated was found to be useful.

4 Conclusion

Our main aim in this work has been to explore the idea that the academic
sensemaking process can fruitfully be considered in the context of relatively
small local collections of academic documents. The iterative building of local
document stores requires incremental, iterative sensemaking of document spaces,
and this cyclical process might be supported by a variety of mapping tools and
note-taking resources.
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